CDDRL Interdisciplinary Undergraduate Honors Program

Application Checklist

❑ Application Form

Please be prepared to upload the following:

❑ Relevant Course Form
❑ Signed Consultation Form
❑ Curriculum Vitae / Resume
❑ Unofficial Transcript
❑ Statement of Interest Statement describing why the CDDRL honors program is important to your academic and career goals (no more than two pages, double-spaced, 12pt font)
❑ Research Proposal Statement describing your tentative thesis topic. Although we do not expect a fully developed research proposal, we seek demonstrated evidence of your research interests and that you have begun to think hard about your topic (no more than three pages, double-spaced 12pt font)

❑ Letter of Recommendation by Stanford Faculty or T.A.

One confidential letter of recommendation by a Stanford University faculty member or T.A. Please arrange to have your letter sent directly to kdchandl@stanford.edu, with the subject line “YOUR LAST NAME _ Honors Program Recommendation”.